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What will be next? Is a question on many people’s minds. Very likely the world will never be the
same again. That might be good, or not so good, depending on how we look at this disastrous,
“pandemic” which by all serious accounts does not deserve the term “pandemic”, that was
unwittingly attributed to the SARS-2-CoV, or 2019-nCoV, renamed by WHO as COVID-19.

On March 11, Dr. Tedros, WHO’s Director General called it a pandemic. This decision was
already taken by the WEF (World Economic Forum) in Davos, from 20 -24 January 2020, when
the total COVID19 cases outside of China were recorded by WHO as 150. On  January  30,
the WHO Director General determines that the outbreak outside of Mainland China constituted
a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). This was a first indication that
there was something not quite right, that there is another agenda behind the “outbreak” of the
COVID-19 disease.

On March 26, in a peer-reviewed article in the highly reputed New England Journal of Medicine
(NEJM), Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of NIAID (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, one of the 27 institutes and centers that make up the US National Institutes of Health
– NIH), likened COVID19 to a stronger than usual common flu:

If one assumes that the number of asymptomatic or minimally
symptomatic cases is several times as high as the number of reported cases, the case fatality
rate may be considerably less than 1%. This suggests that the overall clinical
consequences of Covid-19 may ultimately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal
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influenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%) or a pandemic influenza
(similar to those in 1957 and 1968) rather than a disease similar to SARS or MERS, which have
had case fatality rates of 9 to 10% and 36%, respectively.  nejm.org

This scientific assessment in the New England Journal of Medicine has not prevented Dr. Fauci
from saying exactly the opposite, when interviewed by the mainstream media: see below.

In the meantime, other high-ranking scientists, microbiologists and medical doctors from all
over the world, are questioning the draconian worldwide shutdown because of the corona virus.
They all say, these draconian measures are not necessary to contain a pandemic with a
relatively low fatality rate.

Even in Italy, if the counting and accounting was done more carefully, more according to true
statistical norms, the fatality rate would be perhaps 1%, or less. On March 23, Italy’s civil
protection chief Angelo Borrelli, told La Repubblica newspaper, it was credible that for every
officially reported case, there may be at least 10 infected cases not reported, asymptomatic
cases, not requiring a doctor’s visit. If this were true, the actual mortality rate would in a stroke
become one percent instead of ten percent.

What the world is experiencing, resembles a well-planned worldwide declaration and
implementation of Martial Law with socio-economically disastrous consequences, far worse
than the disease itself. Nobody moves. The economy comes to an almost standstill.

This begs the question, what is behind it, and what comes next?

Let’s first look at a not-so-good scenario.

Al-Jazeera reports on 2 April that Global Coronavirus cases top 1 million with 50,000
deaths. Politico said on April 2 that only two weeks into the corona lockdown almost 10 million
workers in the US are without a job.

“The total job losses in just two weeks — almost 10 million Americans — amounts to a
staggering, sudden blow to American workers never seen before in the U.S. economy. The
labor market in the coming weeks could blow past the 15 million jobs lost at the peak of the
18-month Great Recession from 2007 to 2009.”

On March 31, the FED predicted an alarming forecast: 32% unemployment and 47 million out
of work for the next quarter as the coronavirus continues to spread. Bankruptcies, especially of
small and medium-size enterprises may be spiraling out of control within a month or two. This
would have a further domino effect on unemployment.

Goldman Sachs – GS (on 20 March 2020)
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“sees unprecedented stop in economic activity, with 2nd quarter GDP contracting
24% Goldman Sachs economists forecast a historically sharp and swift recession,
with second-quarter GDP sinking a stunning 24% after a 6% decline in the first quarter.” GS
economist predict a further GDP decline of 5% in the second quarter 

“Home lenders brace for up to 15 million US mortgage defaults.” So, says Bloomberg (April 2),
adding that “Mortgage Defaults Could Pile Up at Pace That Dwarfs 2008”. Mortgage lenders
are preparing for the biggest wave of delinquency in history

All of this is already happening. These figures cover only the United States, and do not yet
account for Europe and the rest of the world. Such figures for Europe are not yet available, but
predictions are that they may be similarly grim.

Looking at Asia, except for China, Africa and Latin America, they have a large informal sector
which is difficult to control, but which most certainly is slipping through any flimsy social safety
net countries may have.

Reliable statistics are not available. But “guestimates” have it, for example in Peru, that in good
times, the informal sector may amount to as much as one third of the economy. In hard times,
like now, possibly up to 50%, or even higher.

The picture of a coming mega-depression, that never existed in recent history, may
continue as many of the bankrupt small and medium size enterprises – including airlines, tourist
industries – et al, will be bought up by huge monopolies, that already exist, (e.g.Google,
Amazon, AliBaba and more). Mergers of gigantic proportions may take place. It may be the last
shift of capital from the bottom to the top in our era of civilization as we know it.

5G and Artificial Intelligence

In the meantime, G5 and soon to come, 6G will be rolled out to drive Artificial Intelligent (AI)
which may push ahead the development of these colossal corporations, their production,
distribution and ultimately the peoples’ consumption around the world.

Telecom companies are already flooding the world with electromagnetic fields (EMF), so
poisonous that many people will be affected. The plan is to increase its intensity by tens of
thousands of satellites to cover by 2030 every centimeter of the planet. But get this, none of the
health impacts of 5G have been officially studied. Not in the US, not in Europe and not in China.
The impact may be disastrous on human life, and on life on Mother Earth in general.

Numerous scientists have written about it, warned governments of the potentially disastrous
effects on life – and have launched petitions to stop the launch of 5G, or to put a moratorium on
5G until serious studies have been carried out. See EU 5G Appeal – Scientists warn of
potential serious health effects of 5G . The organization in charge of health and of prevention of
health damage, is the UN-agency, World Health Organization (WHO). Yes, the same that has
declared COVID-19 a global health emergency, in early February 2020, when there were less
than 200 official “confirmed cases” worldwide, outside of China.

As of this day, WHO has strangely kept silence on the issues related to 5G. Why? – There
are unproven suspicions voiced, including from some renown scientists that the severity of
COVID-19 may, at least in some cases, have to do with 5G.
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5G has already been rolled out in Northern Italy, Rome and Napoli – and in New York City

A Parenthesis. Contradictory Report

According to the WHO, COV-19 is akin to influenza.

In this regard, New York Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell, suggests that his assessments do not
correspond to the normal pattern of COV-19 as defined by the WHO.

Dr. Kyle Sidell is an emergency medicine physician based in Brooklyn,  New York, affiliated with
the Maimonides Medical Center. According to Dr. Kyle Sidell, COVID-19  is an “Oxygen
Deprivation Disease” dissimilar from Pneumonia. All locations report severe cases of
respiratory blockages that cannot be resolved with the common respirators. In fact, they are
made worse by respirators. – What are the underlying causes.

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjKLVH3z82o&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop).

Back to the economic calamity that is already upon the world’s population.

It is even worse for the people of the informal sector. They have no firm employment, they
depend on day-to-day labor, or even hourly work. They live from one day to the next, they have
no savings. Their sheer survival depends on these sporadic jobs and meek incomes – incomes
way below the minimum wage that allow them barely to survive- and often not.

They suffer famine, disease – as they have no fixed homes, no money to pay rent – they may
die of famine or sheer despair.

Delinquency and crime may also increase exponentially. Hungry people have nothing to lose.
They may raid supermarkets and drug stores. It has also been reported that bodies were found
in the streets of large cities in Latin America.

They could have died from all sorts of reasons related to the economic shut-down: hunger,
diseases, desolation, suicide. Is their infection (or death) ascribed to COVID-19?  What this
would result in is a process of inflation of  the estimates pertaining to those people who have
allegedly died from the virus, thereby contributing to more fear and more panic.

Is that the goal? Make everybody afraid. People in fear and panic can easily be manipulated.

People will ask for police protection from an invisible enemy. The size of the COVID-19 virus is
70 to 90 billionth of a meter, or nano meter- nm (one nm = 0.000000001 m). Scary. You don’t
see it, but people could transmit it – invisibly too. They could be deadly – in the case of COVID-
19, their lethality is relatively low. Depending on how you measure the infection and death rate
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(see paras. 2 and 3, above). But the fear factor may be more important than the virus
itself.

This doomsday scenario is not a fiction, its real. Its already happening now.

And what we see, might be just a tiny tip of the iceberg.

We may be looking at a complete collapse of our western economy, and growing misery- for the
masses. –

What will happen to these people, without jobs, without incomes, many of them may also lose
their homes, as they will not be able to pay their mortgages or rents?

Reduction of Population 

In 1974, under the Nixon administration, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was entrusted –
under the auspices of the National Security Council– to outline the contours of a “depopulation
program” largely targeting  Third World countries. A Document entitled NSC Study
Memorandum 200 was drafted.

The Depopulation Agenda has remained an integral part of US foreign policy. It was also
endorsed by several corporate charities and foundations.  In this regard, the Bill and Melinda
Gates and the Rockefeller foundations  have addressed the relationship between extreme
poverty and depopulation.

Is population reduction part of this ongoing pandemic exercise which may be followed by a
compulsory vaccination program?

Bill Gates in a 2010 TED show talked about a 10% to 15% population reduction (circa 1 billion
people) through global vaccination, health care, etc.

According to William Engdahl:

“Gates made his remarks to the invitation-only Long Beach, California TED2010 Conference,
in a speech titled, “Innovating to Zero!.” Along with the scientifically absurd proposition of
reducing manmade CO2 emissions worldwide to zero by 2050, approximately four and a half
minutes into the talk, Gates declares, “First we got population. The world today has 6.8 billion
people. That’s headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines,
health care, reproductive health services, we lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.”
(Ref. Bill Gates, “Innovating to Zero!, speech to the TED2010 annual conference, Long
Beach, California, February 18, 2010).

Click link to view the Bill Gates Video (3′.55″ – 4’30”)

Vaccination

The Gates Foundation has for the last 20 years carried out intensive children vaccination
programs in Africa.

In 2014 and 2015 Kenya carried out a massive tetanus vaccination program, sponsored by
WHO and UNICEF. The Government administered a vaccine of tetanus toxoid impregnated
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with beta human chorionic gonadotropin (BhCG) that causes permanent infertility among girls
and women, to about 500,000 girls and women between the ages 14 and 49.

An organization called GAVI (Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization) is a public-
private partnership; the public part being WHO and UNICEF; the private partners are a series of
pharma-giants. GAVI is handing out free vaccines to poor countries, like Kenya.

If a vaccine can be implanted with a sterilization agent, any other health or DNA affecting
molecule or protein can be put into a vaccination cocktail. (See these references Kenya:
Thousands infertile after govt-sponsored vaccination and “Mass Sterilization”: Kenyan Doctors
Find Anti-fertility Agent in UN Tetanus Vaccine?

Event 201. The Pandemic Simulation Exercise

There is another important factor which may all be linked the COVID-19 outbreak, curiously
right at the beginning of the decade 2020, and only a few weeks after Event 201 on October 18,
in NYC, sponsored by – you guessed it, Bill Gates, The Johns Hopkins University Health
Institute (founded by the Rockefeller Foundation), and  the WEF (World Economic Forum), that
meets every year in January in Davos Switzerland).

One of the agenda items of Event 201, was a simulation of a pandemic – curiously called 2019-
nCoV – the current corona virus pandemic. The simulation results were after 18 months 65
million deaths, a stock market crash of at least 30%, massive bankruptcies and massive
unemployment – in short, an economic collapse which the world has never experienced in
recent history. That was the simulation. – Is this the direction we are headed for now?

Agenda ID2020

Strangely in order to carry out and monitor these various components of a larger game plan or
picture, there is this little-heared-of Agenda ID2020 – also a creation of the Gates Foundation.
One of the Cabal’s ideas is to have every citizen of the world equipped with an electronic
identity, so he can be followed and his words and actions monitored everywhere. This is one of
the Agenda ID2020 tasks, to be first tested – currently ongoing – in Bangladesh.

The idea is, in due time (whenever the program is ready) – to use the vaccination program,
possibly forced, to inject along with the vaccine also a nano-chip, that can be injected along
with the vaccination program. It could be done without the person’s knowledge and later
remotely uploaded with personal data, from health records, to criminal records, to bank
accounts. In fact, the Gates Foundation, together with GAVI has already developed a tattoo-like
chip which would be used for both, vaccination and electronic ID.
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See the following references:

By Peter Koenig, April 01, 2020

By Peter Koenig, March 30, 2020

By Peter Koenig, March 24, 2020

 .

By Peter Koenig, March 12, 2020

To implement, monitor and control these multiple-purpose programs strong electromagnetic
waves are needed.

That’s why 5G – totally unstudied, untested – in uncharted waters is necessary. No time to be
lost in testing. Because the target for this program to be completed is 2030, the same as the
target for the UN-declared Sustainable Development Goals. (SDG)

In fact. Agenda 2020 is intimately linked to the SDG’s, specifically to SDG 16 which is basically
promoting the rule of law.

During a special Summit in May 2016 in New York, inspired by the Gates Foundation, the
United Nations Office for Partnership (UNOFP), the SDG 16.9 was created, fitting the purpose
of Agenda ID2020:

“Provide legal identity to all, including birth registration, by 2030 …. harnessing Digital
Identity for the Global Community…. Around one-fifth of the world’s population (1.8 billion
people) is without legal identity, which deprives them of access to healthcare, schools,
shelter.”

See also Coronavirus – No Vaccine Is Needed to Cure It  

This is  a scenario on  which we must reflect.

Now let’s look at a good scenario, one that we the people have the power to make good.

First, no complex projection of the type described before can ever be modeled and
implemented over time, because dynamics take over. The world is alive. Anything that is alive
cannot be directed by linearism (modelling is linear), but is subject to the laws of dynamics.

Second, we have the power to reverse this nefarious game plan which threaten Humanity and
Mother Earth. It’s a question of waking up. And many people start seeing the light -perhaps in
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part because of this absurdity, this worldwide lockdown, this insanity of an endless thirst and
greed for power and money by a few. Mother Earth is sick and tired of this abuse of the upper
crust of society. She is stronger than the 0.01%. We, the people, can join Mother Earth, be on
her side, and be safe.

People start seeing the thought of utter destruction behind this fake epidemic, or according to
WHO’s highly questionable leadership, a pandemic – a fear-mongering pandemic. We might as
well call the corona virus, Virus “F” – for Fear. And yes, people can die of fear. WHO is dancing
to the tune of the powerful, of Bill Gates, the Rockefellers, the pharma giants – and the behind-
the-door (invisible) WEF-politicians and bankers. All this, under the pretext of saving the world
from the invisible corona virus, from a pandemic that isn’t.

As this neoliberal corrupt system comes crashing down, there will be many victims, sadly, many
may not survive – a lot of misery, desolation and suffering. We, as a society should act in
solidarity and do whatever we can to help the victims, to reduce the damage, to the extend our
hands, arms and souls with all our positive spirits and actions. And the will-power of solidarity is
enormous, almost endless.

The World Bank and the IMF have already offered help with large low-cost loans and even
some grants for the poorest of the poor countries. Initial figures of the WB were US$ 12 billion
and by the IMF US$ 50 billion for corona damage-alleviating lines of credits. In the meantime,
both have upped the ante. In the case of the IMF, they are talking of up to a trillion dollars.
Some IMF Board members have called for a Special SDR (Special Drawing Rights) Fund of up
to 4 trillion SDRs. This shows how much the ruling elite doesn’t want to lose their handle
on globalization. More than 60 countries have apparently already applied for “help” (sic)
from the IMF.

These governments are committing their countries’ and their peoples’ soul to enslavement, to
the ever-bolder elite economic and monetary tyranny. These loans are conditional, similar to
what was earlier called  “structural adjustments” – privatization of social services and
infrastructure – what’s left of it – and concession to foreign corporations to exploit their
natural resources oil, gas, minerals…. What ever the west covets to forge forwards towards full
domination of planet earth.

My advice to all countries and peoples who want to use this economic holocaust to restructure
their economy, to regain their financial and monetary sovereignty, stay away from the IMF, the
World Bank and all the regional development banks, even the various UN funding mechanisms.

Become self-sufficient, autonomous to the extent possible, applying the simple principle of –
Local production for local consumption with local money and local public banks that work for the
development of the local economy. Use local money, and local debt for your economic
development. No outsider will be able to claim repayment of your local internal debt. That you
will manage internally at YOUR own terms and conditions.

China and other nations have applied this principle. This is what makes countries immune
against predatory financing. You may enter into solidarity pacts with like-minded countries, for
example, à la ALBA (Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America), an alliance of Latin
American and Caribbean countries based on the idea of social, political and economic
integration.
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Conclusion

We have enormous spiritual powers within us which we can mobilize to stem against the
propaganda stream. In fact, the reason we are exposed to this type of ferocious propaganda, is
precisely because the masters know about that strength of the human mind. And the way to
immobilize it is through fear. That’s what’s happening.

The longer this pathetic and oppressive Martial Law situation lasts (yes, in many countries,
even Europe, Martial Law has become the state of the affair), the more this inner power and
conviction of Self, of us, Sovereign Selves that we are, will resurface in humanity and displace
the fear – to become a force to stand up against the evil forces, stand up for justice and for
human equality, for human dignity – and ultimately for solidarity and love.
Love is what makes us overcome this diabolical plan.

That is the scenario of hope and love. Endless hope is hoping and creating to the end, then the
end will never come. And as we hope and create endlessly, avoiding conflict, we see the light
emerging from the dark – a harmonious flow of peaceful creation.
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